



















fees  throughout 
the
 California State 
University
 and Colleges
 system will 




academic  year 
due








 practice, the student-servicce
 fee pays 
for a particular 
group of services," 
said Glenn Gut-
torrnsen, 
director  of business
 affairs. 
The services are: 
Student  programs and services, 
career planning
 and placement, financial aid, housing, 
counseling,
 health
 and testing and 
evaluation.
 
Most of the money is used to pay salaries of the 
professional, clerical and technical staff, Guttormsen 
said. "It has worked this way for years." 
Everybody  received a salary increase 
this year, he 
said, and 
everybody  will receive an increase next 
year.  
"When  salaries go up, the cost of operating the ser-
vices goes 
up,  therefore, student service fees will go up," 
he said. 
Right now, $72 from a full-time student's $109 student 
fee is used for student services. A student
 who takes six 
units 
or fewer,
 pays a $92 fee, of 
which  $57 goes toward 
student
 service. 
Student service fees have remained at the same level 
since the 1974-75 academic year, said John Richards, 
senior
 administrative analyst, except for the $2 increase 
last year.
 
Although the $2 increase in fees 
was eliminated this 
year, another increase is needed to 
"catch  up with in-












out  of the 
state 
general  
fund,  he 
said.  
However,
















































































 the bill, 
but the 
legislature  



























It was a messy 
Halloween at Morris 


















 to lower the 
Student -Faculty Ratio (SFR) in the 
Music Department, chairman 
Robert Cowden appeared before the 




 of faculty 
overloads 
and  a possible decreased 
chance for
 accreditation renewal, 
Cowden said the 
14.0 to 15.5 SFR 
assigned by the committee
 was 
"just  too 
high." 
SFRs represent the number of 
full time students per full-time 
faculty member. They are one 
factor in determining class size. 
"If that's the only way to sup-
port programs, ladies and gen-
tlemen, then I think 
something's  
wrong with the system," Cowden 
said. 
Cowden's appearance was the 
first in a series of hearings giving 
department chairmen a chance to 
substantiate requests for a lower 
SFR. 
Cowden
 first submitted written 
arguments on 
Oct.
 4, after the 
committee, chaired 
by
 John Foote, 
dean of Academie
 Planning, urged 
all 
dissatisfied  departments 
to 
respond. 
In total, 21 department heads
 
expressed displeasure with new 
SFRs, assigned last May by the 
committee. 
Cowden asked the 
committee for 
an SFR of 12.5 to 14, 
underlining  his 
request by stressing the 
uniqueness  
of the Music Department. 
The current 
minimum SFR of 14 
is "darn near the maximum that the 




















































































after  a 


















































































































still  had 
to face 







 4  
"They 
don't  allow 
food  or drink 
in Morris 
Dailey,"  she 
said.
 
Translation:  no 
rice for the 
wedding 





scene,  no 
squirt






the  very 
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get the film 













 taken on by music 
faculty have made up for
 two or 
three faculty positions,
 according to 
Cowden. 
Faculty 





 hurt morale, he said. 
Foote 



















 case of 
the Music 
Department, Cowden
 pointed out 
that each student 







Some students in 
heavily  
enrolled concentrations, such as 
voice, organ and guitar, have had to 
wait for their
 one-on-one lessons. 
Describing the music faculty as 
"real
 professionals," Cowden said 
"They do 
what  is necessary to keep 
the program going at the 
level that it 
has been going." 
But
 that level may not please the 
National 
Association  of 
Schools
 of 








1980-81, Cowden said. 
"It's obvious that we're nowhere 
near the 
norm" compared to 
other  
accredited 
music schools and 
conservatories.
 The NASM average 





 12.5 to 14," 
Cowden said. "We realize that SJSU 
cannot support NASM averages at 
this 
time. 
"We don't have to have
 10. We 
do think that the averages you have 
given us are unreasonable," he said. 
Raising the SFR will not raise 
enrollment but lower it, Cowden 
pointed out, if the department  is not 
able to provide quality instruction 




"Our strength lies in that area," 
he told the committee and a higher 
SFR "might have serious im-
plications." 
In the long run, the image of the 
university may suffer because 
performance groups such as the 
marching band may not be able to 
maintain
 a high level of quality, 
Cowden 
said. 
"Everyone on campus, in-
cluding SJSU President Fullerton, is 
talking about image. We're simply 
going to have to cut back" com-
munity services and outreach 
programs that provide image for the 
univeresity, Cowden said. 
After Cowden's presentation the 
committee 
closed  its doors. During 
that time, they decided to delay all 
decisions until every department 
presented its case. 
The hearings are expected to be 







by La Rosa Carrington and 
Don Vetter 
SJSU 
has failed to take any 
"real 
initiative"  to see buildings 
rehabilitated for students, according 
to Jim Beall, chairman of the San 
Jose 
Planning Commission and 
former A.S. 
housing director. 
"Spartan City is 'Slum 
City,' " 
Beall told 
students who gathered to 
listen and 
ask  questions Tuesday 
afternoon  at a Housing Foram held 
in the S.U. upper -level quad. 
"I  think this housing (Spartan 
City)
 is in some of the worst con-
ditions of housing in San Jose," 
Beall said 




buildings were meant to 
be tem-
porary," he said. "Today they 
don't  
meet fire codes,
 the heating, elec-
tricity and wiring 
are  not in good 
shape. 
"It's a paradox  the students 
want low rent, but at the same time 
the
 university is not going to 





 City is owned by the 
CSUC system and
 operated by SJSU 
Auxiliary 
Enterprises.  
"The city government has no 
control over them ( 
buildings),
 they 
don't  inspect them and cannot en-
force fire codes," Beall said. 
-continued on back page 
The Celluloid Heroes mimic the
 antics 































 in the first State
 
Department 
conference  ever 















chairman  and 
an expert 
in the area 
of
 Hispanic 
cultures, was one 
of 20  California 
Hispanics
 invited to 
attend the 
Washington,  D.C., 
conference  which 
he 
termed





de Alva pointed out, 
however, that 
State  Department 
officials  did not schedule
 the con-
ference




think what motivated the 
State Department
 was Carter's 
interest in Hispanic 
support. But 
that was never discussed. 
"I don't think 
what  we're seeing 
is extreme altruism 
but  a more 
mature recognition
 by the U.S. of the 
importance of 
Latin America," he 
said. 
Of course, this sudden interest 
has 
a lot to do with Mexican oil, as 
well as other Mexican products the 
United States buys, he said. 
Klor de Alva 
said Mexico is 
quickly becoming one 
of the United 




figures from the 
U.S. 
ambassador to Mexico











what  Mexico 
sells is sold
 to the U.S. and 60 per-
cent 
of its imports are bought from 
the United States, he said. Also, the 
United 
States is buying $10 billion 
per clay in petroleum products from 
Mrxico. 
"A lot of the stuff you eat comes 
from Mexico," he said, 
"but  it isn't 
in a package saying it's a Mexican 
product 
because the United States
 is 
afraid 
people  won't buy 
it."  
Similar anti -Hispanic sen-
timents 
brought
 charges from the 
approximately 
150 representatives 
attending the conference 
that the 
State 
Department  is =willing to 
hire Hispanic ambassadors and 
representatives.
 




personnel  persons in the 
State Department
 were present, 
Klor de Alva said. 
Vance vehemently denied any 
unwillingness to hire Hispanics, 
according to Klor de Alva. 
"They were talking about in-
creasing their minority numbers," 
Klor de Alva said. "The
 situation is 
just disastrous," since only 1.7 


































Hispanic  is 
sent,
 he said. 
The reason is 








 he said. 
"That's a very 
sensitive  issue," 
he added. 
He said the State Department 
indicated it would change its 
priorities and work for more aid to 
Latin American countries. 
Klor




 in Latin 
American
 countries, and in 
many  
areas, 40 percent
 of the 
population  is 
making less 
than $200 a 















































































































He said the 
representatives
 
pretty much concluded that human 
rights





Klor de Alva 
recalled  

















































Marijuana.  The word 
connotes
 illegal and Unmoral 
images to a 
large  percentage of 
persons.  To others, it is 
a way to 
relax  and enjoy 
without









marijuana  has been present in 
California
 for several 
years.
 During every 
election,  a 
spokesperson





Marijuana Laws says 
its time to put such a 
measure  on 
the ballot. 
A lack 
of signatures, however, has
 meant that the 
push
 must always 
come  "next 
year."
 
The lack of support 
for legalizing or at least
 
decriminalizing  the drug is because 
of ignorance and 
fear on a large 




all  the advantages 
legalizing











cigarettes  are now, 
meaning  plenty of 
money 
that
 would not be taken 
out of a homeowner's 
pocket. 
The drug, like alcohol,
 would not be sold to minors, 
thus
 reducing the chances
 that younger children
 would 
get 
involved  with 
the drug. 
Organized crime would 
lose  one of its biggest 
money makers. Millions if not billions 
of dollars a year 
are 
made
 in the business of growing,
 importing and 
selling
 marijuana, and control by the government 
would 
reduce




federal  inspection, the buyer would be con-
fident of the purity of the purchase, and 
not  have to 
worry about paraquat poisoning or other such con-
tamination.
 
Federal control would have 
another
 positive 
result. Unscrupulous drug dealers sometimes attempt 
to get the buyer 
involved  in another more expensive 
and 
dangerous
 drug, such as cocaine or angel dust by 
lacing the marijuana with the substance. This prac-
tice, although not common, can 
have dire results. A 
federal inspection of majijuana bought and sold would 
put a stop to this practice. 
Contrary to popular belief, California 
would not be 
inundated with undesireables in search of freedom 
from persecution. Oregon, 
since several years ago, has 
decriminalized the posession of an 
ounce or less of the 
drug, and the 
state has not yet been overrun with 
criminal types. 
Instead, the legalization would get rid of many of 
the undesirables, 




 would go to another state where black 
market prices
 for the drug would be high  and 
where 
they 
could  make a profit. 
The legalization would 
also lower the price of the 
drug, since there 




 high priced drug 
dealer  would 
be a thing of the past. 
One must 
remember  also that with 
legalization, 
the excitement
 of doing something risky
 and illegal 
would take the 
joy away from many 
people  who use the 
drug. The 




 use of marajuana
 and 
the social
 respectability it 
is gaining among 
many 
people,
 it would be silly 
to think that keeping
 it illegal 
or making the penality even tougher would reduce the 
use. It would not. 
As long as there is a demand, and there is, there 
will be a supply to meet it. No law will change an 
economic reality. 
The point 
is that in 
moderation,
 all of the 









of the word 
moderation,
 but that
 is the case
 for 
any 







 in this 
country




to say what 
a person 
should  or 
should
 not do 
with their 






freedom  and 
choice and
 the ideal
 of doing 
























by Eric Hammond 
Stift Writer 
The 
young  man sits in a blank stupor. His 
eyes
 are 
glassy and his 
pupils are dilated. He sits on the 
bench 
watching the football team
 practice. At 16, he has 
lost
 
interest in life. He 
is one of the millions of Americans
 
who smoke pot on a 
regular  basis. He does not know 
what he is doing to himself. 
Marijuana 




 of years, but never in the amounts and 
potency that exist
 today. Recent figures indicate 
that 
use of marijuana 
is spreading to elementary school 
pupils. 
A prominent psychologist 
recently expressed 



































In disbelief we read Bill Shivell's letter regarding the 
-irrelevance" of the trial and conviction of the Sn Jose 
State 5 to the students at San Jose State. Not only is this 
trial and the larger trial of Bob Avakian and the Mao 
Tsetung defendants of crucial importance to students, as 
many are coming to realize, it is also of crucial im-
portance to the working class in this country. Following is 
an edited version of a letter 
circulated  in
 factories
 in this 
area 
by the National United Workers Organization. It was 
signed and delivered to the presiding judge by workers 
who
 are lifting their heads to the truly 
important  
question.s of our time which Mr. Shivell dismisses with 
such a Philistine sneer. 
San Jose 
Municipal  Court, we are outraged at your 
role as conductor in the "legal" railroad of the San Jose 
State 5 for holding an "illegal 
rally."
 
The way the trial 




shows  this is true. Just a 
few examples: 
1. The law on illegal rallies was upheld. And further, the 
court upheld the definition by 
Sgt.  Correll that an "illegal 
rally" is if 
"two
 or more students get into a discussion 
which 
attracts
 the interest of other students." All any cop
 
has  to do to make an arrest on this charge is listen to the 


























































































































carpet to keep 















































2. The five were sent to the probation department
 to 
have their 
records searched for previous political con-
victions
 that could be used as an excuse  to jail them. Even 
probation officers were shocked at the court's vin-
dictiveness against the defendants for an obscure 
violation of the
 Educational Code. 
The 
Municipal  Court, and 
those
 behind it, clearly saw
 
that  more was at 
stake
 in this trial than 







 the San Jose Police 
brought
 to the trial proves 
this: the SJPD
 file on the Revolutionary
 Communist 
Youth Brigade - 
a file that contained 
police  reports from 
Washington,
 D.C. to L.A. What more 
evidence  do we need 
that there is 
a nationwide political
 conspiracy going on 
than the 
SJPD  file photos of 
"weapons"
 supposedly used 
by the Mao 
Tsetung  Defendants at a 
demonstration  in 
Washington?
 This trial and the way the court 
conducted it 
is 
an attempt to grease
 the skids and 
create  public opinion 
for the railroad 
of the Mao Tsetung
 Defendants 




 will not stand 
silently  and watch the
 rulers of this 
country railroad 
revolutionary leaders
 to jail. We 
thoroughly 
support  the actions of the 
students  on San Jose 
State campus 
who demonstrated against
 the railroad of 
done and 






This is in response to the 
letter 
by Mr. Shannon concerning the 
coffee shop in the Student Union. I 
would like to correct 
some
 items. 
Before this year, it was correct 
that Spartan Shops paid 
no "rent" to 
the Union. This is not 
true now. 
Spartan Shops donates 
a percentage 
of its surplus to the Union. 
Mr. 
Shannon also stated Spartan 
Shops employees are 
underpaid.  
Shops employees get 
paid on the 
same level as state employees in 
similar
































Shops,  Inc. 
Accounting,
 senior 














 that by 
escaping 










It is an 
interesting  fact 
that  many 
experts  who 
were  widely 
quoted a few
 years back
 as saying 
marijuana  was 















 as saying 














quoted  as saying
 "Marijuana
 is the 
most  
dangerous
 drug we have 
to









marijuana  would 
fill a library. 
Some of the 
proven
 effects are: 









This does not 
include the many 
harmful 
psychological changes
 that have been traced 
to use of 
marijuana. 
These  include memory 
loss, lessened 
learning ability, 




 even casual 
users  are not immune 
from some 
of
 the harmful effects.
 Studies have shown 
that the poison
 from a single 
"joint"
 remains in the 
system for up 
to two weeks after the 
"high" stops. 
Studies have shown that
 marijuana users often 
become  more vulnerable to 
the  persuasive powers of 
others
 and are less able to 
exercise  good judgment and
 
reasoning ability. 
This loss of judgment
 could explain the 
delusive  
belief of users
 that the drug is somehow 
expanding 
their
 minds and making them 
more creative. Users 
often 
try to get their friends 
to start the habit with 
the 
fervor of a religious 
crusade. 
A 
glance at any issue of "High 
Times" magazine 
indicated that 
drugs  and drug paraphernalia is a multi-
billion  dollar industry. The vast array of 
colorful  pipes 
and other apparatus for
 "turning on" proves that 
many people 
are  making a lot of money off 
the 
chemical Nirvana of the drug user. 
The most tragic aspect 
of
 the drug use epidemic 
sweeping America is the
 unaccounted cost in wasted 
potential among the future rulers of our nation. 
How many potential 
presidents  or Nobel Prize 
winners have already been 
lost to marijuana's an-
nihilating black mist of 
unawareness?
 How many lives 
that started full of promise for the future have been lost 
in a haze of sickly sweet smoke? 
Recent studies have shown that the more potent 
forms of marijuana such as hashish have been finding 
their way into the hands of grade school children. It 
is 
estimated that one-third of 16 -year -olds smoke 
marijuana one or more times a month. Will these 
youngsters be able to defend American freedom when 
they come of age? 
The wide-spread use of marijuana has been 
blamed by many experts for America's falling 
productivity in the world 
economic system. The 
reduced motivation and alertness caused by 
marijuana costs 
businesses millions of dollars each 
year in  wasted time. 
The proposed 
legalization of marijuana would 
escalate a national tragedy 
into  a national nightmare. 
One can no longer discount the 
possibility that some 
kind of future dictatorship 
might  take and retain power 
because the
 populace was too 
"stoned" to care. 
The legalization of marijuana would invite the 
development
 of ever more potent varieties and the 
distribution of a dangerous drug to younger and 
younger children. If the school teachers of today think 
they have problems, they should wait until they are 
given the task of educating a generation of blank -eyed, 




Hey, how's it 
going.  I think that 
















 seen any 
and I 
have 
driven  by the 
lab
 many times 
Sure, there could be an 
accident,
 
but the thing is that the cows
 would 
absorb all the 
radiation
 and also 
maybe a pregnant woman
 or two. So 
simply, the thing 
to do would be to 
herd the cows 












are safe from 








 safe w 
continue  the 
American 







the SJS 5, the Mao Defendants and Bob Avakian. 
Jenny Morgan 













by Tracy L. Corral 
The luncheon was to be 
held down the hall from the 





restaurant in Campbell an 
ideal place to hold a press 
reception for a musical set 
in 
the  Orient. 
"City  of Broken 
Promises," will make its 
American premiere with 
the San Jose Civic Light 
Opera, Nov. 
















































Upon  her 
return























Betore she tackled the 
job 
of













 and radio. 
The world 
premiere  of 
"City"
 was at the 
Hong 
Kong 




the  sleeper 
of the festival," she recalls. 
"We 
sold out even 
though  




its success in 
Hong Kong 
we
 went to sell 
the show on 
the road." 
She took 





Prinze how to 
go about premiering
 the 
show  in Europe. 
"He suggested
 we 
come to the 
West Coast of 
the U.S. since





in tune with 
the 
Orient." 
From London Elman 
came  to San 
Jose  to visit 
her 
parents, and




































































Association and the Assilciatiett 
Press. Published daily by San 
Jose State 
University,  during 
the  college year. The opinions 
expressed in the 
paper are not 
necessarily those of 
the Associa-






















 by Noweis 
Publications. 
dards." 
Elman said this 
consisted 
of eight more 
songs added to 












do an original 
rehearsals
 and press 
conferences, "so I haven't 
had much time to see the 
city,"  she 
said. 
Carpio
 sees the 
chance 
she got to perform m 
"City," as "a great op-
portunity.
 Working under 








takes guts, but 
sometimes  
it is good for a production
 






just  wonderful here. 
Everyone is 
totally 
creative, and very sup-
portive.  
"I think it is important 
for San Jose to realize that 
it is not under the shadow 
of San Francisco, there is a 
lot of talent
 right here." 
While the interview 
with Elman was going  on, 
the stars of the show had 
arrived. 
James Shigeta, one of 
the big names in the 
production, is a man 
with 
many acting and singing 
credits to his name. Most 
recently, he had a starring 




of Ah Sum, number one 
servant in 
the  Merop 
household.
 
Shigeta said he 
currently has a contract for 
a pilot for a TV series. 
While 
Shigeta has had 
much experience in acting, 
"City" is singer Teresa 
Carpio's 
first try at acting. 
She portrays  the
 heroine of 
the play, Marta Merop. 
"Yes, it does make me 
very nervous," she admits, 
"but the 
atmosphere is 
really professional, and 
people are very good about 
working with me." 
Carpio hails from Hong 
Kong, but says she enjoys 
San Jose, "although I 
haven't seen much of it." 
She has been here for about 
a month. 









































Van Nina & Union Streets 
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At the cheapest prices 
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 she is a 
newcomer

































 and Mark Trent 
Goldberg. When 




 each other with 
little 





































Hawkins  graduated 
with a BA in Theatre Arts 
from SJSU in 1972. "I 
decided to get out of the 
area when I graduated," so 
he 




tions back there. 
While this








starred in the 
SJCLO's 
production  of 
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 last week's luncheon introducing
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HORIZONS  OR 
FILL IN 














 BACK TO 
BLUENOTE  
WITH  A SALE 
ON ALL 
UA/BLUENOTE  
TITLES AT 4.88 



















4.88 PER LP 
DISC 
OR TAPE (7.98 LIST). 
2LP SETS 


























  NOEL POINTER  TIM 
WEISSBERG
 EARL KLUGH  ANDREW 
HILL 
SIDENY BECHET  
GENE HARRIS  
BOBBY  HUTCHERSON
  CARMEN McRAE




ART  BLAKEY 
 JACKIE 
McLEAN   
WAYNE  SHORTER














  ERIC 
DOLPHY  
GRACHAN 
MQNCUR   
HANK 
MOBLEY   
KENNY  

















































CHAMBERS   
HORACE  SILVER










TYNER   
HE 
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 just what 





























movie  was 
more  in 
the audience









in anticipation of 
the first 
scene  of the movie,
 a lone 
pair of ruby
-red  lips 






more and more 
weird.  
A wedding 
scene  early 
in the movie brought a 
shower 
of rice from all 







of rice before the 





 of the hero 
and 
heroine




 forth a 
torrent
 inside the 
auditorium, provided by a 







scientist, proposed a 
toast  
at a dinner table, which 
of 
course
 brought a seeming 
avalanche





















 screen and in the 
audience, 
a troupe of 
"Rocky 





 of the 
loonies on 
screen,





And  accompanying the 
actors on the
 stage, many 
of the audience
 members 













the bedlam occurring on 
the screen, often warning 
the actors on screen 
of 
impending doom in comic 
futility.
 
But, all of the craziness 
ended 
abruptly  when the 
movie ended and 
the lights 
came on, leaving a scene 
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evidenne  that some
 
mysterious 
quality  we ca/1 sea 
appeal is harder 




 to be 
wht movies



















  movie so 
full of life and love and feeling. 
you're bound to tali. some of 












pro,..r.t n him I,,Claud.,
 Weill "Girl Friende 
:tor 'mg Melanir Mayron




Gurm, Hoh lialaban, Gina 
1,,glik.A2o, Wright
 .Ylvera lAndfors, & M,ke 
Kellin 
,./orrel directed Claud. Weill ro produce,
 
o. ..montIrn, 
reanplor  Vicki Polon 'dory
 Claudni 
.11 & 


























































       "Unequivocally the most 
errifying 
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NOW  PLAYING AT THESE THEATRES 
 SAN FRANCISCO  
San 
Francisco - Alhambra 
San
 Francisco - Coliseum 
S.San Francisco Geneva D/I
 
Daly City  
Plaza Theatre 
 EAST 
BAY  - 
Hayward Hayward 5 
Theatre  
Union City 
Union  City D/I 









Dublin  Cinema 
Vallejo
 Vallejo Automovie 
Antioch 
Bridgehead  Theatre 
Concord
 - Solana Drive-in 


































































has been nothing but 
joy  for the 
SJSU women's 



















A frustrated coach's 
whistle, his assistant's 
instructions,  and his 
players exhausted 
exhalations, along with the 
staccato tattooing of a 
basketball to 
the hard-
wood, have been 
the sounds 
escaping  through the 
closed doors of Spartan 
Gym 
where the SJSU 
basketball team has been 
practicing for the past 
three 
weeks. 







sometimes to be lauded but 
more often to be shown 
where improvement is 
needed. 
But already the 







Ron Lowe's intercollegiate 
basketball career appears 
to have come to an end last 
week. 
A good ball -handler 
with an abundance of 
natural talent, Lowe saw a 
lot of action in 
1977
 under 
coach Ivan Guevara, until 
Dec. 22 of that year. 
That 
night,
























enough credits to remain 
eligible so he transfered to 
San Jose City
 College. 
He returned to SJSU 
this season to 
pick  up the 
pieces of his career and 
was a 
part
 of Coach Bill 
Berry's 
plans  until un-
settled academic matters 
from 
two years ago ren-
dered him ineligible. 
Also lost for the season 
are Phil Davis and Phil 
Polee. Davis was coming 
off a serious knee injury of 
a 
year ago and was not 








 Canada College, was 
unable
 to juggle personal 
problems and the demands 
of 









Phil  was 
having
 
so he dropped off 
the team 
by mutual 





































































back Monday, Berry said. 
Guard Grover Brown, 
a 7.5 points per 
game 
scorer in PCAA play a year 






which at times 
cause his left leg to wobble. 
He is 
scheduled
 to see a 
specialist on Nov. 9. 
So the developmental 
process of the first -year 
coach's team has not been 
as swift as the fast
-paced 
practices in which review,
 
repetition and in-
corporation of new 
material are the 
keys.  
"We're  further 
along  
that I thought we would
 be 






our understanding is not 
where 




open their season 
at home
 against NAIA 
power
 Missouri Western 
State Nov. 30, Berry wants 
his team to have a 
repertoire of three 
man-to-
man and 
four basic zone 
offenses.
 
So far the 
team  has 
concentrated 
on two of 
each, 
including  a four -man 
passing game and a 
high-
low post. 




and Tony Oddo have been 
preaching 
a tight, "in -the -
face" man-to-man. 
"We'd
 like to play a 
man," Berry said, "but 
that 
doesn't  mean we  will, 
for a lot of reasons. Foul 
trouble
 for one, or maybe 
we're 
just a better zone 
team. I don't know yet." 
Looking
 for 10th straight victory
 
Hockey
 team faces 
Bears  
by Jeff Rindle 
BERKELEYThe  steamrolling SJSU 
women's field 
hockey team, yet to taste 
defeat in nine regular -season 









Game time for the Northern 
California Athletic 
Conference duel is 1 p.m., on the 
Bears'  Kleeberger Field. 
The Bears have a record of 
4-5-3  on the campaign with 
a 1-1-2 mark in conference 
competition.  This is a far cry 
from their performance




they  posted a 
16-4-7 record. 









Greg  Grimes 
The internationally
 
acclaimed SJSU judo 
team 
takes to the road
 to com-
pete in the Northern 
California Invitational
 
Sunday in its 
second
 pre-
season tournament of the 
year.
 
The entire Spartan 
team will 
journey
 to Palo 
Alto 
High School for the 
event which is scheduled to 
begin at 2 p.m. 
Defending last year's 
individual 
Invitational  
titles for the Spartans will 
be lightweight Geraldo 
Padilla, middleweight Ken 
Blakey, brown belt 
Yolanda
 Baca and Michelle 
Palacio. 
In 
addition,  the 
Spartans' Mike Coleman, 
who last year took third in 
his 




who also placed 
third and















one of the biggest tour-
naments of the year for 
us," Uchida said. 
The hosting Palo Alto 
Judo Club, a private 
organization, sponsors
 the 
event which will attract 
judo teams from Hayward 
State and California as well 






team to do 








































































 being followed by 








 30 cars follow you 
into the parking 
garage?  
Do people follow 













 call you by 
your  social security 
number,
 instead of 
your name? 
How do 
you know the 




 by the CIA? 
Can you trust the 
person  next to you? 
For  the answers 
to












The United States 
Men's Black Belt 
In-
vitational Open featured 
the Spartans'
 Padilla, who 
won the 142-pound division 





"This will also be an 
opportunity 
for  the women 
to show what they can do," 
Uchida said. 
Included on the SJSU 
women's judo squad is 
Dolores Brody, Karen 
Dean and 
Christine  Penick. 
Helping out the
 men's 
team will also be Donald 
Morin, Douglas 
Burnes,  





Kakuchi, Joe LeFebre, 
Mark Mirante and Tommy 
Yamamoto.  
In 
addition to the 2 p.m. 
adult program,
 and 18 -
year -old and under
 division 
of
 the judo tournament
 will 
begin at 10 a.m. 
The 
next meet for the 
Spartan judo 


















































Fong,  is the loss of 





 is a member 
of
 the United States 
national team. 
"But
 we're still a solid team," 
Fong said. "We have a 
few freshmen and 
there's  been a lot of pressure 
on them 
but 
we aren't that far away from
 putting things together." 
The game 
will  be played on the 
astroturf  surface of 
Kleeberger Field, 
the  same field 
where
 last week's 
Berkeley Invitational was played. 
But the
 Spartans, whose 
home  South Campus 
field is 
natural
 grass, must not have had 
too much trouble ad-
justing to the 
faster
 





 Cal finished fourth. 
"I expect it to be 
a good hockey game,
 a finesse game 
with 
good
 passing," Fong said. "Good
-passing  teams pass 
even 
better  on astroturf because 
the ball doesn't take any 
bad bounces." 
Carol Burton, a forward, is the Bears' 
leading scorer, 






 have to contend with halfbacks Marcy 
Place and Kim Hunter, "who
 have  played very well on 
defense," according to Fong. Hunter is from
 San Jose. 
"And we have a very good 
goalie  in Terri Bonwell," 
Fong said. Bonwell was also the 
starting  goalie last 
season as a freshman. 
"Our thought has to be 
to go out and win the game,"
 
Fong said, "but we know 
we'll  have to face San Jose's 
Rock of Gibralter, Pommy Macfarlane." 
Macfarlane, a junior, has 
scored  10 goals already this 








money can buy. 
y imports Inc 1556:e.0r  
the




















2 Adios, valves 
6 Change oil 
10 Brake 
fluid  
3 Set timing 
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 you  can ci n-
bine 
service  in the 
Army  Reserve 
or
 National Guard
 with Arm 









depending  on your
 academic 
year
 when you 
enter,  SMP 
can help you earn over 
$6,500.  
Here s how 
it works. If 
you qualify and






 of an Army 
Reserve or 
National  Guard 
unit 
as an officer 
trainee
 and, at the
 same time, 
enroll  in the Army
 
ROTC 




 or Guard 
membership
 will pay 
you at the 
minimum  level
 of Sergeant
 E-5, and 
you'll  receive 
$100 a month
 during the 
regular 
school









































service  with a Guard or 













































Professor  of 
Military
 


































































 opening game in 







































































 for us to lose because 
we

















































 4-2 in 
the  Pac-
10, 












































take on the 



























 order to 
make  it into 
the first 




 the 11-3 














 12th in the
 
West this 
week,  the 
Spartans  return 
home Nov.





traveling  to 
Santa Clara
 Nov. 11 
for the 


































 the current 
season, 
the Spartans





 it into the 
playoffs.
 Last year 
they  were 















would  be 
great
 if we could














"But  it 
would
 still be 
possible to 
qualify for the 
playoffs and 













 will put their 





Stanford  today 






brings  a 1-0 record 
into the match, 
with  the 
win coming at the
 expense of Sonoma








top fencers are 
foilist  Johi. Burgess, 
a 
senior who won
 all three bouts against 
Sonoma and senior 
Marla Tokola. 
who  also won all three of 
her  bouts against 
Sonoma. 
"I really don't 
know
 too much about their 
present  
team,"
 SJSU coach Michael 
D'Asaro
 said. "However, I do 
know 
they
 beefed up their 
program
 since last year. 
They've hired a 
new assistant coach. 
'"rhey have been
 traditionally strong in epee," 
D'Asaro said. "I don't know about
 their foil team, but I do 
expect  our women's foil and sabre teams to 
dominate."  
Spartan
 fencers will be out for 
revenge




More specifically, the 
foil  team will be out to avenge a 
5-4 loss suffered during the clubs
 first meeting. 
"We beat them the last time," 
D'Asaro  said, "but it 
was close. We lost in two weapons. 
"Foil is out to avenge the loss," D'Asaro 
added. 
They have a score to settle" 
In their 
last
 meeting with the Gators, the inex-
perienced epee team 
also lost, but has shown progress 
since then.
 
"The epee team is improving," D'Asaro said. "The 
progress is slow, but they are improving." 
One change that has made a difference since their last 
match with the Gators is that Doug Nichols has been 
switched from foil to epee, strengthening the epee team, 
according












BLOW & GO CUT 
with this ad. Have 
your  hair 
cut 
to stay in place during the 
winter months. 
I  MEN 
WOMEN 

































the match to keep





"We're  going to 
win,"  freshman 
foilist  Phil BeIlard 
said 
confidently.  "We 
should
 have beat them 
the last 
time." 
BeHard,  who was 
fencing
 in his first 
collegiate  match 
the first time
 around with San 
Francisco State, lost
 two of 
three  bouts, but 
appears
 more confident
 this time. 
"It was our first
 match of the 
season,"
 he said. "We 
were just
 too anxious. 
"This 




 match is set 




 State contest will 
begin at 2 p.m. 
tomorrow.  
Both matches













































































































Tuesday,  Nov. 





























































the exception of USF and San Diego 
State, our 
record is the 
best," Menendez
 said of the
 Far 
West 
ratings.  "At 
the 
present  












have  not played
 the scheuule 
we've played or 
that
 Santa
 Clara has 


















"I feel pretty good about 







are actually playig their
 best soccer 
right now, they 
could 
not have picked a better
 time to take 
on the 
Bruins,
 who are 12-2-2 against West Coast teams, 
according to 
UCLA  Assistant 
coach
 Sigi Schmid. 
One  Bruin SJSU hopes will go 
ito
 hibernation seven 
weeks early 
is forward






has scored 12 goals and 10 assists for the 
Bruins, is not considered




"Ole doesn't have 
any  super outstanding qualities," 
Schmid 
said in a telephone 
interview
 from Los Agneles. 
"He has 
only
 above average speed and 
he's  not great in 
the air. He just 
works hard. 
"He's like a player 
San Jose had last year, Easy 
Perez,"  Schmid said of SJSU's 
all -tome leading scorer. 
"He hangs around




 Spartans will be working 
to
 keep the junior 
forward away from 























work sone in 














according  to 
Schmid.
 

















"We  may not have scored a lot of 
goals,  but 
if we 
haven't played
 one of 
the  toughest  
schedules
 in 
the  nation, 
I'd like to meet 

































November  5, 















































































































































































































you  to 
loin



























reasons  for 




 the right 
choice














Opportunity  CP, 811 
East Argues
 Avenue, 
Sunnyvale,  CA 94086
 
Permanent














































all  of the 
remaining fall special 
allocations  funds. 
Though
 the council 
may  choose to dip 
into spring 
allocation
 money, right 
now  only $463 is 
available  for fall 
special
 allocations. The







Students and the 
Ski Club. A.S. is 
underwriting  a $1,000
 
deposit for 100 persons at Squaw Valley Jan. 6-11, 1980. 
 KSJS Radio, which requested $578 for sending four 
delegates  to a college radio conference in Los Angeles, 
received  
$295. 
 Hillel Education and Culture 
Committee,  a Jewish 
cultural
 organization, which received $1,835 
for  a series of 
programs.
 
 The Biology Students Association, which 
received 
$150 for a coffeepot and toaster oven for its 




A.S.  Problem 
Solving  Directory 
for 
Students,  
which received a $1,090 
underwrite  for printing. 
Revenue made by underwritten
 programs must be 
paid bak to the AS., 
both for the amount of the 
underwrite 
and any 
additional  profit. 
Lee Hammer, manager of 
KSJS  radio, told the council 
the University of California
 at Los Angeles trip on Nov. 
16-
18 would enable 







the  students of this 
university,"  
Hammer 
said.  "We're a big 
public
 media outlet for 
you 
people." 
Hammer  said KSJS is trying
 to increase its broad-
casting 
power from 1,000 to 3,000 
watts.  
One 
of the subjects of the UCLA
 radio convention will 
classifieds
 
be how college radio stations can raise money, Hammer 
said. 
Initially, the council leaned away from sending any 
KSJS staff to Los Angeles by air. When Hammer objected 
due to the burden driving to the conference would be, the 
council relented and approved plane fare for two staff 
members. 
Hammer and another staff 
member
 must broadcast a 
San Jose State -Santa Clara football game the night before 
the conference and flying will cut seven hours off the 
travel
 time. 
The allocation includes registration fees for two other 
members, but no additional travel expenses were paid for 
them. KSJS also received $55 for two nights lodging. 
Several weeks
 ago La Cosa Nueva, a 
Chicano student 
organizatnn





$2,431 for production equipment 
and a Chicano media 




 Officer Gary 
Satre,  who is 
also a KSJS 
news  writer and announcer, told the council 
the special allocations committee showed
 "a remarkable 
lack of understanding" and bad priorities by funding so 
much less to KSJS. 
"You authorize La Cosa Nueva, an organization who 
puts on only a small portion of the total KSJS program-
ming effort,
 over $2,000, 
then turn around
 and refuse 
KSJS 
itself
 less than $600,"
 Satre said. 
"The 
decisions 




 by the 






 good for 
the 
greatest  
amount  of people."'
 
While  Satre 
admitted  La 
Cosa  Nueva 




 he said that
 12,000 can 
buy  














 fund was if 
groups so 
funded such as 
KSJS continued
















 in favor of 
KSJS' request.






 had to 








A.S.  rules, an 
abstention 










members  to 
contribute  ideas


























 and ask 
for  money 
using  the 























763,  or call 
8374191.  




 and will do 





your mouth enroll 
Now I I Information at 
A.S.  
Office, or call 3714811. 
B ALLET classes and 
exercise.
 
All ages, all levels. Personal 
attention, detailed instruction. 
School  of Ballet Arts. Call NW 
61111 or 1111-2416. 
YOGA medltetkin. Day and 
night classes. Emphasis will be 
directed toward relaxing our 
body and mind. We will use our 
breath as a tool to rest our 




with I.D. receive 50 
percent off/mo. Non -students, 
$20/mo. Please call 
292-6359 or 
293.3643. 
SPARTAN Gardens Recycling 
Center  is open this semester 
Wed., 10-2 p.m., and Sat. and 
Sun., 9-4 p.m. We take 
newspaper, cardboard, glass, 
aluminum cans, tin and bimetal 
cans and now 
motor  oil. We're 
across from Spartan Stadium on 
the corner of 5. 7th and
 Hu mbolt 
sts. Bring your recyclable, and 








to someone you love, a beautiful 







COUNSELING  SE R - 
VICES: Available to 
WI
 students 
who would like help with 
vocational, personal
 or 
academic concerns. Come see 
us in our new office. Room 223, 
Administration Building, 70i 
and San Fernando . Call 277-2966. 
RED CARPET Realtors is of-
fering  career in Real Estate in 
both residential and commercial 
divisions. We will be in-
terviewing on campus Friday, 
Nov. 16, 1979. lot   
students may sign up tor an 




B ldg. 0, Room 3, starting Oct. 
30, 
1979 
REVISING, editing, organising 






Dave  at 247 4277. 
eves. 
14151 273-1435.
 Call collect. 
MORE ANNOUNCEMENTS 
ASPEN STILL OPEN1 I Only 
10 
A  left Sin
 nights in condos, 
6 -day lift 
ticket,
 round trip bus 
and parties 
only  SM. Call Steve 
or 
Brian at .11-1097 for more 
Into. Oct 
Bizarrel  Oct Crary! 
Ski Club's Halloween Dance is 
here. Wed., 
Oct.  31, from 1.12. 
Dance to Legend and drink al 
the beer you can for only 13 
members, 45 non members. 
Jewish 
Community Center, 
corner of Curtner and C AAAAA 
Garden Rd. 1I/2 mile east of 
Alamaden
 Expy.) Next  
meeting, Thurs., Nov. Sat 7:30 
p.m. in 
Engineering 132. he 




 Camped out for Aspen. You 
Make the Ski Club what
 it is. 
Wild 
people and cram times. 
11111MEMSER I 




Party..41.6 or 267-3156. 
CASH FOR YOUR COINS, env 
coins, up In 1960 I will pay 
$X 
their value, for
 older coins or 
silver dollars 9X. 296-3422 or 243. 
WO. 









Rol   10 
Our 










INTERESTED  In 
outdoor ad 
















attractions!  On 
Noy. 6 a talk 
will
 be given  on 
"The 
Fight for Lake Tahoe."
 On 
Nov. 10,  bicycle
 trip through 
Napa
 Valley's Vineyards and 









FOR  A GENTLE 
FRIDAY 
EVENING, 













evenings  of 
music and
 valley views





way to unwind. 
Limited  to the 
first








'71 PINTO, 1600., 4-spd., runs
 
good. Good gas mileage. 69k 
miles.








RECAPS S9.99: 43 series 
small.  
Lifetime 
Guarantee. 1.3 series 
large, 512.99. Radial. 70 series 
recaps, and 
Mud and Snow, 
516.19. Exc. used tires, $6. THE 
TIRE MARKET, (Discount Tire 
Warehouse), Dell and Sun-
nyoaks Ave., Campbell.
 Call 374 
0690. 
'70 Opel Good condition, needs 
minor work. 
Radials,  Holley 
Carb,
 4 spd. 211 mpg. hwy 51150.00 





14 VW BUG. R/I4, auto. stick 




CHEVY  Impala wagon. V'S. 
AL PE, AC. Exc, 
mech. 
cond. 




BEERMAKING: Now it is 
legal! You can be drinking your 
own importtype brew in 3 to 4 
w.ks.
 New Recipe tastes 
fantastic. Very little
 actual work 
in putting it together and you 
nly need a small space to do it. 
NO ADDITIVES! Pure malt. 
Costs I/2 the price of store 
bought beer. You can vary the 
ALCOHOL from 3 to 10 percent. 
BEERMAKERS OF AMERICA 
1040 N. 4M. St. 
2111.6647 
A FOUR -DAY STORE 
Wed.thru Sat., 9.6 
USED furniture: Good prices 
We 
are  "unfurnishing" apart 
meets close to campus on a 
regular basis. We have 
available dinettes, hideabeds, 
coffee and 
end tables, lamps, 
rugs,  , desks, beds and 
misc. Cash and carry. Call 295-
74311.
 
USED Books For Less. Recycle 
Bookstore, 
91
 E. San Fernando 
on 





ts,  faculty and 
employees. 
When  you need 
insurance, isn't it nice to know 
there is someone who can help 
you with all your insurance 
needs? I would rimy helping 
you protect the 
good things you 
have worked hard for with a 
State
 
Farm car, homeowners, 
life and/or
 health insurance 
policy. 
I would also enloy
 the 











to review your 








280, 134, mom 





cx. roe 7-12 
p.m. Stem 
FIVE United hall 
fare  tickets 
Mr 
sale.  $511 loch. Call Jim 
at 
304-9434,r 2511-5331. 
BOB Dylan Tickets: Nov. 
3,0
 SF 
for sale call 14001 216-4306. 
HAMMOND Organ with built in 
percmston, 5600 C rummer 
keyboard 5400 '65 Ford,
 
5500, 
214 1606,  
DIVERS: O'Neil  II 
(dry). 1/4". Great cond,  
with 
valve.
 Needs ripper. $200 or best 
offer. Call 
Jeff
 at 277.0614. 
Help Wanted 
  Twe reporters, one 
  nd eel 
ne assistant for CalHI 










days or weekends in Los
 Gatos 
for 




HANDYMAN (person), 14 
pr/hr.
 Floor covering layers, 
minor plumbing,
 electrical or 
carpentry, interior and exterior 
Painting (any 
or all of the 
above). 
Work  part time to lit 





 needed to 
live in studio apartment 
and 
help with the management.
 
Handyman experience helpful. 
Free  
rent includes 
phone  and 
cable TV. Units are 2 miles from 
campus, an easy bike ride. 
Apply 
at
 BMA, 1040 N. 4th. St., 
Wed. thru 
Sat., 9 MIL 
TEACHERS










Institute  in Japan. 
Send resume and 
photo. 












married  couples, 
both  able to 
teach,
 with some mperimce 
teaching children. 
Contact 
Mr.lchiro Nohara, Yamaha 
Bldg. 11F.






 Semi-nude, nude. $10 
pr/hr. Please 
contact  Kim at 
Art -West Studios, P.O. Box 
1939,  






COPY  INC. 
No exp 
required.  Pert 
or full 
time. 407 







 JOBS: Summer, 
year round. Europe, S. America, 
Australia, Asia, 
etc. All fields. 
5500-51,200 monthly. 
Expenses  











 work for students. 









earn 5100 to $400 per week, 
working 
only
 21 to 25 hours.
 
Perfect for 
students.  Won't 
interfere
 with cl  . 
Previous  
sales  experience helpful, but not 
necessary. We 
train, Call 1164 
0400. 
JOBS 
ON SNIPS, American, 
foreign. No exp. required.
 Exc. 
pay. 
Worldwide  travel. Summer 
lob or 
career.  Send Si for 010, 10 
SE AFA X. Dept. C-6, 
Box 3049, or 
First  and Laurel 
sssssss  Port 
Angeles, WA 
91361. 
 Immediately  
 . Part 
time, 4:30 to 
7:10 
weekdays, Saturday
 10 to 2. 
5175 per sale. 
Average  person 
gets 
from  2 to 5 sales per week. 
Make
 big money












Peninsula  French 
American






teach  Me SR's 






STUDENT  to 
assist
 in teaching 
remedial


















 rrrrrr . 
Will train.



















Mod., personal care. 
Must hav 




 $4 to $4.25 per 
hr. Mileage






T.R..  S.W.: Work 1. 











Start  53.60 to SIR5 per hr. 
After
 4 months, 
$4
 to $4.25 per 
hr.  Mileage reimbursement
 plus 




needed. Set your 
own hours and 
locations.





TYPIST for law firm. Fell/pt 
time. Will 
train.  CM! E. Guild at 
279-3071 or 793.5111 for info. 
ATTENTION Moil Partelme 
student sales represeetellve  
position (limitable for 1171-10 
school year. Job 
involves 
promoting high quality ski and 
sun  trips on campus for com-
mission  plus free 
skiing. To 
qualify, individual must be 
highly motivated. Please 
caller
 







Pima, Suite 11, Columbia, 
Missouri 
65201. Call 13141 874-
1171.  
ATTENDCARE for
 man. Part 
time, 1010 noon. S4/hr. Call 292-
0469 from 14 p.m. 
GOOD S. Set your own hours. 





CRUISESHIPSI  YACHTS! No 
experience. Good pay! Europe! 
Australia! So. Amer. 
World!  






Sacto., CA 95840. 2535 
Watt
 Am. 











S8.50/hr. Clerical personnel, 
various wages. 
Call New 
Horizons at 244.5512.  
RED Carpet, 
Quimby  Square 
Realty Is 
offering  a career in 
Real E   in both 
our  cow'  
mercial and residential 
divisions. If you
 are sincere and 
desire unlimited 
income 
potential, call Mr. Fahrny 
at 23e-
$111 feral intervieW. 




Work around your 
c 
I  . No 
eprience 
nes rrrrr y 
Homem   Call 
290.1344,  
WANTED:
 Lteengthy typing 




Bum Wing. E.pert typist, ex-
cellent machine. 
CAB DRIVERS NEEDED. Full 
time and part time drivers 
needed, 2$ years of age or older 
with good 
driving  record. Male 
and female, earn 5501 day. Call 
King Cab Company 2934044. 
HELP wanted for beautiful 
English 
Tudor  house. 15-20 hrs,  
work per week in exchange for 
room and board. Attractive, 
comfortable studio -style room 
with bathroom and own en-
trance. Desirable 
residential 
area 5 blocks from SJSU. Start 




 Part ERIC 
Seine and graveyard shits. 
Apply I 1th and San Carlos 
before 3 p.m 
rrrrr HOUSE
 Res   




manager trainms and counter 
people. We need fall and part 
time people for all 
shifts.  Call 
205-5141 between
 5:30 and 11 
a.m. or 2 to 5 p.m. 695 N. Sth St. 
MAKE holiday money at home. 
For details, send self addressed, 
stamped envelope to: Davis 
Enterprises, Box 1722-C, Van-
couver, WA 91664. 
POSITION as radii  telophorte 
operator.
 Munimum 34 hours 
per week. 
Position involves 
receiving, recording requests 
and dispatching emergency 





and willing to work nights, 





Hartsell,  Calif. Stale 
Aubom obile Association, 110 
Saratoga Ave., Santa Clara. Call 
9115.9300,  An EOE. 









  to drive a school bus. 
School bus driver position
 &veil. 
for 





















 car dealers in San 
Jose area. Flex. hrs.
 avail. Start 
at (Alb/hr. Call 
George  at 292. 
9819, MAACO
 Auto Painting. 
Housing  
ROOM
 for rent in a 
family 
home. Call 379-2317 eves.,
 or 







 Georgian home on one 
acre
 of land. Delicious
 
vegetarian meals 











Rooms, meals, all utilities paid, 
laundry and classes. 
$273
 per 
person, shared room, S300 
single. 977 Asbury St., off The 
Alameda near Taylor by YMCA. 
Call 292-1512 or 292-6359 day or 





 Clean for 1-1/2 tin. Car 
needed 14750 Clayton Rd., San 
Jose,
 
Call 25e-12768ft. 4 pan. 
WOULD like to find a female 
companion
 to live with a han 





becauee I have  voice defect. 
MALE 
faculty  grad student 
  bdrm., 3 ha. luxurious 
horn. Only 5 minutes drive
 
from campus. Bus line. Im-







FOUND: TI calculator, north 
side of Seventh St  
. Base 
of stairwell. 





 equip, and clothes, 
Wed, am, Fell off 
motorcycle on 












. Pink frames. 
Fri.,  10/19 
on campus between Engin.ring 
and 
Education  Building. 
Contact  
Madeline at 
279.9129,  or Lost and
 
Found, Old Cafeteria  
FOUND. Men's 
ring in Old 





Ir removal by 
PAY. Call 


















pledge  class of 
Sigma  
Alpha








Hope you have a 
great 
day in Him.




  alrthday 
Rod 
taweetheart). Good luck tom -
morrow, Love, Brenda. 
WOMEN',
 -Medi../.1 Center of 





JUDY: YOUr a hot pledge mom. 
Take name 








THE  GREAT PUMPKIN 
BOOGIE.
 Halloween Costume 
Party. Mike 
Michelob  2911-13116,  




life. The 11th 
month 
will be best. Thanks 4r your 
Male. 
John. 
RIDER needed to share ex 
penses to Michigan Middle of 
November.  Call 946-3533 after 
0:30. Female preferred.
 
I AM a warm, sensitive, han-
dicapped man with a speech 
detect. I would like to 
share my 
thoughts and my feelings with a 










years old now and what a 
ley It is IS sign
 myself 
Mem  (or 





&bout  all 
your efforts.
 
Keep up the great 
work. See you soon. R.   - 
Pups!  
ON the
 second of November 
You should pause to remember, 
How a little Italian Mom 
Gave birth to a boy named Ron. 
She could've callhim Enna, 
Mario, 
Guido  or Loren to, 
But it wouldn't be right, 
Considering his lack of height.
 
For Italian 
names  are too long 
Giving one would be wrong 
B ob
 kiddies aside 
We hope this poem will provide 








LEEN, Mary, Diane, 
Jeff, Ed: 
We WM and 
miss  you 
and  
lust 
waleted be limbs   you
 
print! -Hale  
Fiske Hail! 






over 11 and 
living  together. 
Absolutely 
confidential. No 
blood test. No 
waiting











 for  5.;;;;Ing 
Photographer? 
Images by John 
are 
















LIVE wilt a family in Kneeled 
for
 599.93, summer
 IMO. Ex. 





Inc.,  P.0,1500 27749,  
Denver, CO 10227.
 Deadline Jan, 
31,  1910. PEACE 
INC., 12001 W. 
Dumbarten,








without  it! SCALE 
offers  one 
to three 
units,  lob experience 
and  valuable contacts.
 Explore 
your career





available  in 52 degree
 
  Register now.




Cafeteria  Building. Call 277-
2107.  
UNWANTED hair removed by 
registered electrologist 
at
 206 N. 
Bascom, 13 years experience. 
Call 2944499. 
TUTORIAL sesselan : Latin, 




 Mrs. Lina C. yin. 
cent, MA 
(Latin).  BA lin Italy. 




MISERLY music lovers max 
mite  money and m 
loins ice 
middlemen
 with AUDIO 
EN-
TERPRISES,





 with the widest 
selection
 
of the highest 
fidelity, of the 
lowest






esoteric  and pro 
equipment for the car, home, 
stage or studio. Also 
TV's,  
VCR's and video gam.. All 
items  with full 






 to you in 8 
to
 111 
days. Optional S yr. pails and 








and access,  your at 
cost with 
0100 or more purchase.
 Before 
you buy elsewhere, check the 
low AE 
price. Cal 
255-5500  any 
time except
 MAY, ask for Ken. 
Students and 
faculty only 
please. Check S.U. board 
for 
weekly
 specials. AUDIO 
EN.  
TER PR ISES HAS IT I 
YEAR old system. Has 4 year 
warranty, 
Sansui
 IMO Dolby 
receiver,  Bose 901 speakers, 
Concept ELC 
casette deck. 
ADC SSI 10 equialiser, Sansui 
55 100 head 
phones,  technics 








typing  All 
kinds. IBM Corr, Selectric
 II 






U.S. Pats by Stanford Univ. 








TYPING: IBM Corr, Selectric. 
Reports,
 term papers, theses, 
dissertations, I  , tecchnical 
typing,
 etc Familiarity with all 
formats.
 20 years  cop 
Quality 
work Blossom Hill area
 Call 






rate, reasonable IBM Corrikt-
lee Selectric,  Call 152.1051. 
TYPING: 
Theses,
 term pipers, 





able  . 
Open  9 a.m. to? p.m., 
M.F. PHONE 2117 1710 or drop by 
123 E. San Salvador St on 


















Selectric  with 
var.ns  type 
balls. 
C011  V, 
Norris 
at 227 1035 
GOOD typhit.
 Close ND campus. 
Manuscripts, 111Sis, etc. Call 





Mewed. Deadlines guaranteed. 










in M  
, 
reports  and 






 II. South San 
Jose, Blossom
 Valley area. Cal 
Janet at 577-9125. 
EXPERT typing and 
proofreading of term 
papers. 
etc. Fast service.
 51/pg. Call 









7 days a week. (We repres.t all 
charter operators including 
Laker). Rome ... Frankfurt ... 
Hamburg Berlin
 ... Belgrade 
... Istanbul ... London ... Munich 
Nureinburg ... Vienna ... 
Paris (from N.Y.) ... Hawaii ... 
Hong 
Kong  ... New Zealand .. 
Austria .. Jet flights
 anywhere. 
Travel services and discount
 
fares. 
International  Student 






placement  .. Youth 
hostel  cards 




 tickets ... Insurance ... Wide 
map selection
 ... Luggage ... 
B ackpacks .. Hard to find travel 
books Voltage converters 
.. 
Camping tours
 ... Club Med 
Trip  and Travel
 Planning 
Company,  444 E. William St. 
110th and Wm. 
sts./.  Mon -Fri., 9 
6; Sat., 9-5, Sun.,



























 will be 
judged 






































 it in the
 lime 
box  in the 
Spartan
 Pub. 



















































Earl,  addorethai hoe 
arid 






















 end round 









F. rift Your Ad Here:
 
(Count
 approximately 30 
letters and 
spaces
 for each line) 
Print name   
Plump    
Address   
Gay   
Enclosed is $   
Lot   
Days   
SEND 
CHECK. 
MONEY  ORDER 
OR 
CASH  TO 
SPARTAN


















































entertains  Stanford's No. 3
-ranked  water 
polo team at 
Independence  High School 
tomorrow  mor-
ning at 10, the Spartans
 may find the 
Cardinals  easier 
prey than in 
the season's opening 
game
 in which the 
defending 
NCAA champions 
thrashed  SJSU 18-4. 
Today
 the Cards invade 
Berkeley, where they 
have 
won 
but  once in the last ten 




















 said in a phone interview,
 "they 
are also our big rival. 
We'll  be so up for it that 
there  will 
have to be an emotional
 letdown against San 
Jose.  
"They 
would have to play a super game 
and  we'd 
have to be really down
 for us to lose because 
we
 have so 
many
 aces in the hole," 
Stanford's third -year coach said. 
The Cards' stacked deck 
includes two-time All -
America 
goalie
 John Gansel; 
All -America Alan 
Mouchawar; leading 
score,- sophomore Chris 
Kellsey, 
with 49 goals; and 




 Bergeson, a 41 -goal
 scorer so far. 
But 
Dettamonti  feels his team,
 18-3-1, 4-2 in the Pac-
10, could 
be beaten by the 
improved  Spartans. 
"We 
have  to guard against 
playing
 down to our op-
ponents," he said, "which is 














soccer  team's 











 being taken 
off probation 


















In order to 
make it into 
the first round




 the 11-3 
Spartans
 will probably
 have to 
beat each
 of their last
 three 
opponents
 to do it.
 
Starting
 with the 
14-9-2 Bruins,
 ranked 12th 
in the 
West this 
week,  the 
Spartans
 return 






traveling  to 




season  finale 






season,  the 
NCAA  Far 




















 hold true for
 the current  
season,  
the Spartans
 have a 
very  good 
chance  to 
make
 it into the 
playoffs.

















 great if we 
could win 














 "But it 
would  still be 
possible
 to qualify 
for the playoffs
 and not 






by Ron Lazzarutti 
The SJSU fencers will put their 3-0 mark on the line 





 brings a 1-0 record into the match, with the 
win coming at the expense of Sonoma State, a team SJSU 
has also beaten. 
The Cardinals' top fencers are foilist Joh!. Burgess, a 
senior who won all three bouts against Sonoma and senior 
Marla Tokola, who also won all three of her bouts against 
Sonoma. 
"I really don't know too much about 
their  present 
team," SJSU coach Michael D'Asaro said. "However, I do 
know they beefed up their program since last year. 
They've hired a new assistant coach. 
"They have been traditionally strong in epee," 
D'Asaro said.  "I don't know about their foil team, but I do 
expect our women's foil and sabre teams to dominate." 
Spartan fencers will be out for 
revenge when the 
Gators come to town. 
More specifically, the foil team will be out to avenge a 
5-4 loss suffered during the clubs first meeting. 
"We beat them the last time," D'Asaro said, "but it 
was close. We lost in two weapons. 
"Foil is out to avenge the loss," D'Asaro added. 
-They have a score to settle" 
In their last meeting with the Gators, the inex-
perienced epee team also lost, but has shown progress 
since
 then. 
"The epee team is improving," D'Asaro said. "The 
progress is slow, but they are improving." 
One change that has made a difference since their last 
match with the Gators is that Doug Nichols has been 
switched from foil to epee, strengthening the epee team, 






















 this ad. Have 
your
 hair 
cut to stay in 



































appt.  only 
offer  ends








the match to 
keep an eye 
on






 foilist Phil 
Bellard  
said  confidently. 
"We should have




 who was fencing 
in his first collegiate
 match 
the first time 
around with San 
Francisco  State, lost
 two of 
three  bouts, but 
appears
 more confident
 this time. 
"It was our 








 will be ready." 
The
 Stanford match
 is set for 4 
p.m.
 today, and the
 
San Francisco State
 contest will begin
 at 2 p.m. tomorrow.
 
Both matches






































































































Robin  in 











































 of USF 
and  San 
Diego
 
State,  our 
record  is the 
best," 
Menendez  said 
of the Far 
West  ratings.
 "At the 
present  tie 
we're  ranked























Menendez  said 
of the 12-2-1 
Aztecs. 
"And
 that's a 
con-








"I feel pretty good
 
about  out 







 their best 
soccer 
right now, 
they  could not 
have picked 
a better time 
to take 
on the 
Bruins,  who 











One  Bruin 
SJSU




weeks  early is 
forward
 Ole 
Mikkelsen,  a 1978 






 scored 12 goals
 and 10 assists
 for the 
Bruins,  is not 
considered
 by Schmid 










 said in a 
telephone
 interview
 from Los 
Agneles.  
"He has
 only above 
average
 speed and 
he's not great 
in
 




 a player San 
Jose  had last 
year,  Easy 
Perez," Schmid 
said
 of SJSU's all




 the goal a lot a 
picks  up goals that 
way."  
While the 
Spartans will be 




 the SJSU nets, 
they will also have 
to
 
bid  in 
L.A.
 
concentrate on keeping Bruin goalie Dan Nannini busy 
throughout the afternoon. 
Nannini,
 converted from fullback
 to goalie
 after the 
Bruins' starting 
goaltender had some 
impromptu
 dental 

























 not an offensive 
team," Schmid 
said  of the 
Bruins, whose 1979 season 
goal -scoring average is two 
scores per game. 
"We may
 not have scored  a lot 
of
 goals, but if we 
haven't
 played one of the 
toughest schedules in 
the nation, 
I'd like 
to meet someone who 

































 5, 6:00 p.m. 
Student Union
 Almaden Room 
OPEN 
DIVISION  (Male
 or Female) 
Maximum
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Scott  Mace 
The A.S. Council
 Wednesday spent
 nearly all of 
the 




 the council 
may  choose to dip 
into  spring 
allocation  money, right 
now only $463 is 
available  for fall 
special
 allocations. 






 co-sponsored by 
the Associated 
Students and the 
Ski Club. A.S. is 
underwriting  a $1,000
 
deposit for 100 persons at Squaw Valley Jan. 6-11, 1980. 
 KSJS 
Radio,  which requested $578 for sending four 
delegates to a 






Education  and Culture Committee,
 a Jewish 
cultural organization,





Biology  Students Association, 
which  received 
$150 for a coffeepot and





AS.  Problem Solving 
Directory  for Students, 
which received




 must be 
paid bak to the 
A.S., both for the amount




manager  of KSJS radio, 
told  the council 
the University 
of
 California at Los 
Angeles  trip on Nov. 16-
18 would enable
 KSJS staff to "learn
 how to better 
operate
 
our radio station. 
"We 




 a big public media
 outlet for you 
people." 
Hammer said KSJS
 is trying to increase
 its broad-
casting power from 1,000 to 
3,000  watts. 
One of the subjects 
of




be how college radio stations can raise money, 
Hammer  
said. 
Initially, the council leaned away from sending any 
KSJS staff to Los Angeles by air. When Hammer objected 
due to the burden driving to the conference would be, the 
council relented and approved plane fare for two staff 
members.  
Hammer and another staff member must broadcast a 
San Jose State-Santa Clara football game the night before 




includes  registration 
fees for two 
other  
members, but no additional travel expenses were paid for 
them. KSJS also received $55 for two nights lodging. 
Several weeks ago La Cosa Nueva, a Chicano student 
organization which runs a KSJS radio program, received 
$2,431 for production equipment and a Chicano 
media 
symposium in the spring.
 
A.S. Public Information Officer Gary Satre, 
who  is 
also a KSJS news writer and announcer, 
told  the council 
the special allocations committee showed "a remarkable 
lack of understanding" and bad priorities by funding so 
much less to KSJS. 
"You authorize La Cosa Nueva, an organization who 
puts on only a small portion of the total KSJS program-
ming  effort, over 
$2,000,
 then turn around 
and refuse KSJS 
itself  less than 
$600,"  Satre said.
 
"The decisions
 you make 
should
 be tempered 
by the 
question, 
'Will  this action 
provide
 the greatest
 good for the 
greatest  amount of people."'
 
While 
Satre  admitted La 
Cosa  Nueva "does 
a fine 
job" of 
meeting  certain 
needs,  he said that
 "$2,000 can buy 







member  Ken Schott






 fund was if 
groups
 so funded such
 as KSJS 
continued









Vice  President 
Kiran  Majithia 
had to cast the
 tie-
breaking
 vote in favor
 of KSJS' 




chairman  had 





 split 7-6 




 to A.S. 
rules,
 an abstention
 counts as 




















concerned  that 
every time 








come  and ask
 for money 
using the 
earlier action









and  world series 
programs, autographs, statues, 
sports memdrabilia. QUICK 
CASH. See Dr. Lapin, 
Bus, 




 and hauling: I have 
small covered truck
 and will do 
all sorts of jobs. Call ROY at 211-
6917. 
STUDENT dental plan. Take 
care of your mouth -- enroll 
Howl! Information at A.S. 
Office,




 and exercise. 
All ages, all levels. Personal 
attention, detailed instruction. 
School  of Ballet Arts. Call NW 
6111 or 991-2416. 
YOGA meditation. Day and 
night classes. Emphasis will be 
directed toward relaxing our 
body and mind. We will use our 
breath as a tool to rest 
our 
minds, emotions and tensions. 
Students with 1.11. receive 50 
pers.? 
off/mo.
 Non -students, 
130/mo. Please call 2924359 or 
293.3463.  
SPARTAN Gardens Recycling 
Center
 is open this semester 
Wed., 10-7 p.m., and Sat. and 
Sun., 9-4 p.m. We 
take
 
newspaper, cardboard, glass, 
aluminum cans, tin and bimetal 
cans and now motor oil. 
We're 
across from Spartan Stadium on 
the corner of S. 













gift  only 
you  can give 
to someone you love, a beautiful 




VICES: Available to all students 
who would like help with 
vocational, personal or 
academic concerns. Come see 




and San Fernando. Call 177.210$.  
RED CARPET Realtors is of-
fering  career in Real Estate in 
both residential and commercial 
divisions. We will be in-
terviewing on 
campus  Friday.  
Nov. 
16,  1979. Interested 
students may sign up 
101'
 an 
appointment in the 
Career 
Planning and Placement office, 
Bldg. 0, Room 3, starting Oct. 
30, 1171. 
REVISING, editing, organizing 
manuscripts, reports, term 
papers;
 also I iction con-
sultation. Call Dave at 247-6277, 
eves. 
14151 573.7435. Call collect. 
MORE ssANNOUNCEMENTS
 
 STILL OPEN'? Only II 
spaces left. Six nights in condos, 
6 -day lilt ticket, round 
trip bus 
and parties only 5216. Call Steve 
or 
Brian at 911 1097 for more 
into.




Halloween Dance is 
here. Wed., Oct. 31, from 1.12. 
Dance to Legend and drink 
al
 
the beer you can for only 53 
members, $5 non members. 
Jewish Community Center, 
corner 01 Curtner and Canoes 
Garden Rd. 11/2




meeting, Thurs., Nov. 1 at 7:30 
p.m. In 
Engineering
 132. Be 
there
 or be   Thanks to all 
who camped out for Aspen. 
You  
Make the Ski Club 
what  if is. 
Wild people and crazy times, 
Iftimamsmit 
Great Pumpkin boodb, friday 
Nov. 2, Halloween Costu11111 
Party. 218 1386 or 2671156. 
CASH 
FOR  YOUR COINS,
 any 
cents,
 up to IMO I will 
pay IX 
their value, for older coins or 
sayer dollars 9X. 296-1422 or 243. 
2021. 








San  Salvador. 
MARXISM:  its 
Rol   to 










































a  bicycle trip 
Mrough  
Napa Valley's Vineyards and 
Nov.
 16, a trip to Point Reyes. 
AM 
clues,
 or into call






join Rot and 
friends  
for massage




 A safe 
place,
 
these  candlelit 








 to the 
first six 
men  and six 
women  who 
call to 




'71 PINTO, 1600cc, 4.spel., runs 
good. Good gas mileage, 69k
 
miles. New tin, body damaged. 
$600. Call 6124410 after noon. 
RECAPS SOW 83 
series
 small. 
Lifetime Guarantee. ID series 
large, 512.11. Radial, 70 series 
recaps, and Mud and Snow, 




MARKET,  (Discount  Tire 
Warehouse), Dell and Sun-
nyoaks Ave., Campbell. Call 374 
Oats 




Carb, 4 spd. 28 mpg. hwy 5050.00 




'74 VW BUG. R/H, auto, stick 




Impala wagon. 1/4. 
AT, PR, AC. Exc. mech. cond. 
Clean. $IN. 




B EERMAK 1NG, Now it is 
legal! You can be  drinking your 
own import -type brew in 3 to 4 
weeks. 
New  Recipe tastes 
fantastic. Very little actual work 
in putting it together
 and you 





NO ADDITIVES' Pure malt   
Costs  1/2 the price of   
bought beer. 
You  can vary the 
ALCOHOL 
from  1 to 10 percent. 
B EERMAK ERS OF AMERICA 
1040 N. 4th. St. 
2111-K47 
A FOUR -DAY STORE
 
Wed. len Sat., 14 
USED furniture:
 Good prices. 
We 
are  -.furnishing- apart-
ments  close to campus on a 
rgular basis. We have 
available dinettes, hideabieds, 
coffee and end tables, lamps, 
 , desks, beds and 
miss. Cash and carry. Call 295-
74111. 
USED Books Per Less. Recycle 




 3rd. St. Call 2114 
42711. 
DEAR 
Studs ts, faculty and 
employees. When you need 
insurance,  isn't it nice to know 
there is someone 
who can help 
you with all 
your insurance 
needs') I would en ley helping 
you protect the good things you 
have worked 
hard
 for with a 
State Farm car, homeowners, 
life and/or health i sssss rise 
policy. I would also enjoy the 
opportunity of providing you 
with 
dependable  protection and 
prompt personal service. For 
more info 








at the time and 
place  of your 
convenience 
VIVITAR SI, 200, 134, nem 
lefts. Nikon Al
 mount. ef420l3.  
14 p.m. or 246-0330, ex. 2111 7.12 
p.m.mmm
 
RIVE United halt fare tickets 
ter sale. SG each. Cell
 Jim at 
2160034 or 21,3311. 
B OB 
Dylan  Tickets: Nev. 3 in SF 
ter sale call (4011121144314. 
HAMMOND Organ with 
  on, 1400. Crummar 




DIVERS. O'Neil su sssss It 
(dry), 






1200 or best 
offer. Call 
Jeff  at 171-0614. 
I 
It'll)






 ng assistant for CI-M1 
Sports, a new sports newspaper 
covering
 Calif. high schools. 
Contact editor Mark Tennis at 
34141104
 
PART -time a.m. 
Work  week-
days or weekends in Los Gatos 
for disabled graduate student. 
1.4/11r. 
Call







electrical  or 







above). Work part time to fit 
your school hours.




 MENT assi   
manager. One person









Free rent includes phone and 
cable TV. Units are 2 miles from 
campus, an easy bike ride. 
Apply 
at
 BMA, 1040 N. Ith, 
St.,  
Wed. thru Sat, 
10 6. 
TEACHERS 
Needed  141 as soon 
as possible to teach English 
con ssssss ion at California 
Language Institute
 in Japan. 
Send resume and 
photo. 
Requirements:  
U.S.  College 
graduate, 
good personality, 
willing  to stay 2 years. 
$1,100 to 
$1,500 per 
month. P   
married  couples, 
both  able to 
teach,
 with some experience 
teaching children.
 Contact 
Mr.lchiro Hohara, Yamaha 













Art -West Studios, P.O. Box 
1/21, 
Los 















OVERSEAS  JOBS: Summer, 
year round. Europe, S. America, 




paid. Sightseeing. For free info, 
write IJC, Box 52-53, 
Corona  Del 
Mar, CA 92425. 
PART 
TIME work for students. 
We have a few positions 
open for 
responsible people who want 
to 
earn MOO to $400 per week, 
working 
only II to 25 
hours.  
Perfect for 
students. Won't  
interfere  with cl   
Previous 
sales 




JOSS ON SHIPP American, 
foreign. Na 
exp.
 required. Exc. 
MY
 
Worldwide  travel. Summer 
Mb or career.
 Send $3 for into. to 
SE A FAX. Dept. CO. Box 
2041,  or 
First
 and Laurel streets,
 Port 















 2 to S 















American  school 
in Palo Alto 
needs  people (men prof  
Ito 
teach the 




 854411., evenings. 
STUDENT to 
assist  In teaching 























Call  Mrs. 
Spencer







 Mitt develop. 
disabled in homes providing 
sensory 
stimulation, behavior 
mod., pa  I 
care.  Must have 
car. Start $3  00 to 
$3.1116 per hr. 
After 4 








ATTN. 0.T., T.R., S.W.: Work 1-
1 
with elderly In 
homes 
providing 
personal  care, meals, 
light
 hoes...ping. Must hare 
car Start 5360 to $3.115 
per  hr 
After 4 
months,  54 to $4.25 
per 
hr. Mileage 
reimbursement  plus 
other komfit.
















TYPIST tor law firm. 
Pullipt. 
time Will train 




7934311  tor info. 
ATTENTION NNW Partlinve 





school year. Job involves 
promoting high quality ski and 
sun trips on campus for
 
cum' 
mission plus free skiing. To 
qualify, individual most be 
highly motivated. 
Please
 call or 
write lor an application to 
Summit Travel, inc.,
 Parka de 
Plaza, Suite 11, Columbia, 
Missouri 65201. Call (314) 474-
,171. 
ATTEND -CARE for 
man. Part 
time,
 10 to noon. 54/hr. Call 292-
0449 I rom
 1-6 p.m. 
GOOD S. Sift your own hours.
 











Australia? So. Amer. World? 
Send $4.15 for APPLICATION, 
INFO., REFERRALS to 
CRUISEWORLD,
 Box 60121. 
SM.., CA 131441. 35.13 Walt Ars 
N EEDED: 
Nursing
 and clerical 









Clerical  personnel, 
various wages. Call New 
Horizons at 244-5552. 
RED Carpet, Quimby Square 
Reatly Is offering a comer in 





divisions. It you are sincere and 
desire unlimited income 
potential, call Mr. Fahmy at 334-
'1111er an interview. 
IMMEDIATE
 openings  in 
your 












 Leesngthy  typing 
job, long deadline, book of 
equivalent. Wounded "gird," 















 record. Male 
and female, earn 












English  Tudor house. 15-20 hrs. 
work per week in 
exchange
 for 
room and board. Attractive, 
comfortable studio -style room 
with bathroom and own en-
trance. Desirable residential 
area 
S blocks from SJSU. Start 









swing and graveyard 
shin. 
Apply 11th and San 
Carlos 
Were 3 p.m. 
HAPPY 
HOUSE  Rest   








and  rrrrrrr 
people. We need full and part 
time people for all shifts. Call 
295-5141 
between







MAKE holiday money at home. 
For details, send sell addressed, 
stamped envelope to: Davis 




POSITION as radio  telephone 
operator. 
Munlmum




receiving,  Mg requests 








telephone  manners 
and willing to work nights, 
weekends and holidays In-
terested party contact Mr. 
Hartsell, Calif. State 
Au bomobile Association. IP/ 
Saratoga Ave., Santa Clara. 
Call
 






Two Mee tour 
bye UMW, 
day days days 
days days day 
3 Imes
 0750 200 225 240
 250 35 
eaves
 200 250 
1 75 290 300 35 
Sanas  
250 too






 3 15 390 400 
35 
JANITORS rrrrrr Port 
time office 
main   
Sunday Mru Thurs. eves. WM 
C411440-2202.  
  to drive a 
school bus. 
School bus driver 
position  avail, 








FREE.  Call 
Kathy 3774657 
SEVERAL part time 
female 
drivers needed 
for transport of 
autos to/from car 
dealers  in San 
Jose area. Flex. hr.. avail. Start 
at 
$4.50/hr.  Call George 
at
 113' 





rent in a family 
home. Call 
379-2317  mos., or 
write  P.O. Box 1311, Campbell, 
CA 95001. 
I!! ROOM and BOARD111 
B eautiful Georgian
 home on one 
acre of 
land. Delicious 
vemtarian meals seven days a 
week. (Eggs
 and Dairy used). 




Join Our Family? 
Rooms, 
meals,
 all utilities paid, 
laundry and classes. 5275 per 
person, shared room. 000 
single. 977 Asbury St., off The 
Alameda near Taylor by YMCA. 
Call 
292-1512 or 212-6359 day or 
night, or 213344394 weekdays. 
FREE
 COTTAGE: Single girl 
only, Clean for I-1/2 hrs. Car 
needed.
 14750 Clayton Rd., San 
Jose, Call 
211-1276 after 4 p.m. 
WOULD
 like to find  tamale 
companion to lint with a han-
dicapped man. 
Free rent. Call 
294-1769. 
Please  ke 
patient  
because
 I haven voice defect. 
MALE faculty grad student 
share S bdrm., 3 be. luxurious 
home. Only 5 minutes drive 
from campus. Bus line.
 Im-















 377-1561 to 
claim. 
LOST: 
Athletic  bag with 
raquetball equip. and clothes, 
Wed  am Fell off motorcycle 
on
 
San Fernando. Call Vic at 
277-
'1455 




glasses. Pink frames. 
Fri., 14/19 
on campus 
between  Engineering 
and Education Building. 
Contact  
modeline at 2794121, 
or




 Men's rine 
In Old 
Science Bldg. 






heir removal by 
PAY. 




UNWANTED hair removed 
former. 
Specialist con-
fidential. 335 S. Bmwood Ave., 





pledge  class of Sigma 
Alpha Mu Lots of 
luck  and love! 















Ode  oey 
Semester Rel. 
WO




Hope  you have
 a great 
day  in Him. 










 Center of 






JUDY Your  hot pledge Mom. 
Take care of 
Jose.  Love in 
L.S.P.,
 your Pledge Daughter, 
Pat. 





Party, Mike Michelob 2.-I3116, 







will be best. ThanitS
 dr your 
smile. John, 
RIDER neMal to share
 ex 
penses to Michigan.
 middle of 
November.
 Call 946-3533 after 
5:30. Female') rrrrrr ed. 
I AM 



















are 13 years old now and what a 
joy It is 10 sign myself Mom (or 
















F   
Pups!  
ON the second of November 
You should pause
 to remember, 
How  a little Italian Mom 
Gave birth to  boy named Ron. 
She could've callhim Ems., 
Mario, Guido or Lorenzo, 
Bob it wouldn't
 be right, 
Considering his lack of height. 
For Italian 
names are too long 
Giving one would be wrong 
Rut  kiddies aside 
We hope this poem will provide 







LEEN, Mary, Diane, Jeff,
 Ed: 






 you in 
print!  "Hale Fiske - Hail! 
Gard. and Robin 
Services
 
MARRY today! Legal if both 
over II and living together.
 
Absolutely coal
 identi I. No 
blood  test. No waiting
 period. Be 
married
 near campus by 
Rey.
 
DM, B.S., D.D. C.11110410. 
LOOKING 



















LIVE with a family in England 
for 1111.91, summer 1180. Ex-
perience English 
culture fir. 
sthand. For information, 
send
 
82 to Prase Inc., P.O.Box 27741, 
Denver, CO 80227. Deadline Jan, 
31, 1180. 
PEACE  INC., 12051 W. 
Dumbarton,
 Morrison, C0118465. 




 It> SCALE offers one 
to three
 units, job experience 
and valuable 
contacts.  Explore 
your  
aspirations 





 available in 52 
degree 
  Register
















Bensons, III years experience, 
Call
 214-4491. 
TUTORIAL siesseion: Latin, 
Hellen
 (plus lit. 
and  history), 
education (credentials 
programs).  Mrs. Lina C Vin-
cent,
 MA (Latin),
 BA (in Italy. 
Semi -retired. Certified. Near 
campus. Call 284,1140,  
Stereo
 
MISERLY music lovers malt. 
m in money and minimize 
middlemen with AUDIO 
EN-
TERPRISES,










highest fidelity, of 
the 
lowest prices. 
Nearly  300 brands 




esoteric  and pro 
equipment for
 
the car, home, 
stage or studio. 
Also TV's, 
VCR's  and video games. All 





exchange  shipped 
direct from wholesale 
distributors
 to you in II to 
11 
days. Optional
 5 yr. parts and 
labor.  Disc
 washer and S tree 
LP's with
 any system. 
Tapes  
and
 access,  your at cost with 
5100 or more 
purchase.  Before 




 255-5500 any 
time 
except MAY, ask for Ken. 
Students and 
faculty  only 
please. Check S.U.
 board for 
weekly  specials. AUDIO 
EN-
TERPRISES HAS IT! 
YEAR old system. Has 4 year 
warranty. 
Sansui  MN Dolby 
receiver,  Bose 901 speakers, 
Concept 
ELC cassette deck, 
ADC SS110 equializer, Sansui 
55-100 head 
phones, technics 







kinds. IBM Corr. Selectric 
Call Shirley 04 533.1040




U.S. Pats by Stanford
 Unlv
 










TYPING: ISM Corr. Selectric. 
Reports, term papers,  theses, 
dissertations, letters, tecchnical
 
typing, etc Familiarity  with all 
formats. 20 years exp. Quality 
work. Blossom Hill area. Call 
Kathie at 571.1216 from no m. to 
9 p.m. 
PROF. cop typist Fast,
 accu-
rate. reasonable IBM Correct -




etc. Exp. and lest Rees. rates 
Call 2014474,
 
BERKELEY  Typing 
Agency. 
Professional  services. Reason 
able   Open 9 am. to 7 p.m., 
M -F. PHONE 
707.1710
 or drop by 
122 E. San Salvador St.  in 









































fenced. Deadlines gu rrrrr tied. 
Low rates. Call 
Jeannie  at 274. 
1175.
 




In M  




SJSU Graduate Department. 
IBM Selectric II. South San 
Jost Blossom Valley area. Cal 
Janet at 2714525. 
EXPERT typing and 
proofreading of term papers, 



















charter operators including 
Laker). Rome .. Frankfurt ... 
Hamburg  ... Berlin .. Belgrade 
... Istanbul ... 
London  ... Munich 
Nuremburg ... Vienna ... 
Paris (from N.Y.) ... Hawaii 
Hong Kong ... New Zealand .. 
Austria .. Jet 
flights anywhere. 





issuance  ... 
Eurail, 
Youthrail
 and Britrail 
passes ... Overseas lob 
placement .. 
Youth  hostel cards 
... Student ships and trains ... 
Intra.European 
flight bookings 
and  tickets .. Insurance ... Wide 
map selection
 Luggage 
Backpacks .. Hard 10 1,00 travel 
books  ... Voltage converters 
.. 
Camping 
tours  ... Club Med ... 




 E. William St. 
110th and Wm. 
sts.).  Mon -Fri., 9 





























 the Spartan 


































































frint Your Ad Here. 
(Count apprommetely 
30 letters and spaces fi (1 i.ach
 hi le, 
Print
 name   
Phone
   
Address
  
City   










Announcements  11 Helm Wanted 
































































 he said, 
is 
to build 







Salvador  and 








 in mind. 
There
 are currently two
 new housing 















 a great deal of 

















in Cien Fuegos in southern 
Cuba. 
Vance admitted








 submarines being 
present.  Both the 
Cubans and
 Puerto 
Ricans  see 
that






Klor de Alva 
said the Latin 
Americans  tended to 
dominate
 the conference,
 since they 






 are thinking more 
in national terms 
than in 
international 
Latin  American 
terms,"  he said. 
Klor de Alva said 
the State Department
 is supposed to 
be 
planning
 more such 
conferences in 
the future.  
He will lecture 
Wednesday  to discusss
 the issues 
brought up 
at the conference.
 The time and
 place of that 
lecture
 have not
















 in the 
Engineering  
Building,  room



















The India Students 
Association will have a 
general meeting today at 
12:30 p.m. in 
the S.U. 
Almaden Room. Call 
Ranjan at 238-5882 for more 
information. 




have a general 
meeting 
tonight




San Pedro Square. For 
more details call Harry 
Ruelas at 415 ) 656-7786. 
   
Institute of Electrical 
and Electronic Engineers 
( IEEE 




fiber optics today at 12:30 
p.m. in the Engineering 
Building, Room 227. 









will  be held today
 from 1:30 
to
 3 p.m. in 
Education 
Building, Room
 120. For 
more infomation 
call the 
School of Education at 277-
2681. 
   
Campus Ministry will 
hold
 Sunday worship at the 
Campus Christian Center 
Chapel, 300 S. 10th 
St. 
Protestant services will be 
held at 5 p.m., Episcopal 





 held at 8 
p.m. for further in-
formation call the Rev. 
Peter G. Koopman at 
298-
0204. 
   
Campus Ambassadors 
(East) will 
have a Bible 
study Monday at 11:30 a.m. 
and 12:30 p.m. in the 
S.U. 
Montalvo Room. Call John 
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Nan.   
Addriplis   
City
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Mai/ to CHARTER GUILD. Boa














Beall  said. 
Currently
 there are




















will be able 






















Reed  streets. 
But 
Nixon 






















































 Police recovered ;12,000 
this week in life 
rafts, 




from Moss Landing in 
Monterey since 
February,  according to 
Lt.  Larry James of the 
University 
Police. 
A  search of 
the  "Taylor Day," a 
fishing
 vessel docked 
in San 
Diego  Monday, turned up $2,000 of the missing 
equipment and
 led to the arrest of a former ship's captain 
at the SJSU-operated marine training 
facility,  James 
said.
 
Salinas resident John Snodgrass, 49, was 
held by U.S. 
Customs officials and San Diego 























 and investigator 
Ed 


















official and grand theft, James said. 


































Half the music on 
every second TDK
 D cassette you buy is 
free. Since 
TDK D 
is the most reliable 
cassette
 in its econom-
ically
-priced  class, we think 
that's
 quite an 
offer. 
TDK  D cas-
settes don't jam. They don't hassle you with 
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